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3Introduction

1. Introduction
This product description refers to the add-on module IBIX*MSS (em-
ployee Self service) of the product IBIX@flex. It is directed at pro-
spective customer who want to deal with the system choice and get 
to know the function perimetre of this add-on module or in IBIX - the 
customers who consider seating this add-on module.

The document which you just read refers to a product which is con-
tinuously developed. It refers to the actual release 2.9. Ask for our 
Roadmap if you are interested in the advancement of our products.

Following other product descriptions are available, please ask for it:
 ■ IBIX@flex Personnel time management, access control,  

company restaurant account and ID card production
 ■ IBIX*MSS in in German
 ■ IBIX*TAB Display tableau for personnel time management
 ■ IBIX*SAP Integration in mySAP HCM PDC
 ■ IBIX*PEP Manpower planning
 ■ IBIX Maintenance and Service

For the IBIX-Team

Harald Fischer-Hohlweck and Jochen Laux

Stuttgart in September 2016 
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4 Overview

2. Overview
IBIX*MSS uses the possibilities which the intranet and also the In-
ternet offers to allow to employees, to administer their time accounts 
independently. More information and more own responsibility of the 
employee can cause an essential discharge of the personnel depart-
ment and the time representative and increase the motivation of the 
employee terrifically. 

In the dialogue with the managers the application being (e.g., holiday 
application) can be illustrated completely without paper. 

The manager sees the applications of his employees and approves 
this electronically or refuses them.

The users of IBIX*MSS are the employees or the managers. Every 
employee who has access to the intranet, can use IBIX*MSS. This 
means the employees who run alternating or excluding telework, as 
well as the employees who are on business trips

2.1. M0 Self service for time management

The biggest module of IBIX*MSS makes available functions for the 
IBIX personnel time management.

For employees there are following functions: 
 ■ Register of entries over a virtual time registration terminal (Come, 

go and special reasons like business trip, doctor’s visit, training 
etc.)

 ■ Display and printout of the time account (time account listing), 
display of the actual balances (flextime credit, overtime credit, 
holiday stand and similar) as well as postregistering, correcting 
and delete of entries

 ■ Display of the faulty time pairs which must be still corrected.
 ■ Apply of absences like leave, flextime balance and overtime bal-

ance, as well as query of the application state and if necessary 
cancellation of already approved absence applications.

 ■ Display and printout of a graphic absence overview about a year 
for himself, or display of a graphic group calendar (absences of 
the colleagues)

 ■ Display and printout of the personal operation plan, provided that 
this has been released by the IBIX*PEP planner.

 ■ Application of overtime.
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For managers there are, in addition, the functions
 ■ Approval of absence applications, authorisation or rejection of 

absence applications, as well as cancellation of already approved 
absence applications

 ■ Authorisation or rejection of time account corrections
 ■ the above functions for all employees subordinated to it (except 

registering of entries in the virtual terminal)
 ■ Printouts of time account listings for the employees
 ■ Printouts of error lists
 ■ Planning, or authorisation of overtime for the employees.
 ■ if necessary a simple staff capacity planning by capture of ex-

ception-day specifications for the employees (if IBIX*PEP is too 
mighty).

 ■ Sealing of time accounts at the month end if all corrections are 
entered.

 ■ Definition of substitutes, with own absence

All functions can be individually allowed or locked to the user. 

Per employee can be defined up to 3 managers which can earn 3 dif-
ferent roles. The “accepter” can agree to applications, or refuse these 
(typically the project manager); the “approver” has all rights (typically 
the staff manager) and the “informed” gets informed about all applica-
tions approved (typically the office conductor, or the area secretary)..

2.2. M1 Self service for the access control

Certain access permissions can be defined to be serviced by the 
application IBIX*MSS. 

Then for employees there are the functions:
 ■ Display of all entered access permissions
 ■ Application of limited-period additional access permissions

And for managers: 
 ■ Approval, authorisation or rejection of access applications

Besides, can be defined as a “manager” area responsible persons 
(as for example the IT conductor) as well as staff manager (like with 
the time management).

2.3. M2 Self service for the visitor management

The optimum integration of visits can be realised with IBIX*MSS.

For all employees, there are the functions:
 ■ Logon of new visits with definition of the visit period, and assign-

ment of the host
 ■ Search and if necessary acquisition of former visit data
 ■ Update of visit data

The reception is prepared thus optimally for the forthcoming visits 
and can handle the visitor checkin actually.

2.4. M3 Self service for cafeteria accounting

With this module employees can retrieve itself the cafeteria account 
statements for the staff restaurant billing. The statement can be ac-
cessed with or without product data. The statement will be issued as 
a PDF file and can be saved or printed.
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3. M0 Employee functions for personnel time management

3.1. Virtual terminal

3.1.1. Register of actual entries

Registering of entries with IBIX*MSS follows almost just like in a 
real time registration terminal. Nevertheless, this „virtual terminal“ is 
served with the mouse and the keyboard. 

At the bottom of the terminal are free configurable function keys. 

For capture of entries it must be clicked only on the corresponding 
button and an entry is generated with the actual time and is transmit-
ted to the IBIX personnel time management.

On the top right the defined balances from the IBIX system can be 
displayed (flextime balance, overtime balance, holiday stand etc.)

3.2. Time account

3.2.1. Display of the time account

This view is displayed in most cases automatically after the login (ad-
justable about the configuration). 

In addition, the actual balance situations are displayed here and the 
employee sees with several time pairs a day sum and the daily bal-
ance from the credited time less the target work time.

It can be scrolled through the time account forward and backward 
with the appropriate buttons. In the configuration preferences can be 
determined how many days in each case will be scrolled. In addition, 
you can jump to the previous month, as well as to the actual month 
directly.
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3.2.2. Display of faulty entries

With the checkbox on the top right „ show only errors“ the display 
can be toggled, so that only the faulty entry pairs are displayed which 
must be still corrected. 

If this checkbox is active, even the error list will be done while printing 
instead of a complete time account listing.

3.2.3. Postregister, change, delete of entries

For post capture and correction there are provided special views in 
which the employees can postregister, correct or delete entries. 

The allowed entry reasons can be configured.

Also can be deleted faulty postregistered entries, or be inserted ad-
ditional entries.
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3.2.4. Printout of the time account

Because every employee can at any time display its time credit bal-
ance, the usual central printouts and distributing the monthly time 
proof are no longer required

Through this a very big saving potential arises. 

The time account listing is created as a PDF document and then can 
be printed or be saved.

Tip: If before printing the checkbox „show only errors“ is activated, 
then an overview of the faulty entry pairs is printed instead of the 
complete time account listing.
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3.3. Absence applications

With IBIX*MSS the complete treatment of flextime applications, over-
time balance applications and holiday applications can follow without 
paper. 

 ■ The employee submits with the help of a mask about IBIX*MSS 
its application

 ■ The manager can check the applications and refuse it or approve 
by selecting the appropriate option field and types perhaps a 
short text in the remark field

 ■ The employee can interrogate on the treatment state of its ap-
plications any time at the touch of the button

 ■ For already approved applications he can apply for a cancella-
tion.

3.3.1. Register of an absence application

The employee selects one of the given absence reasons from the 
drop down list and complements this application with the entry of 
the date or period. For controlling purposes the actual balances are 
displayed the employee also on this view, he can already check be-

fore the application position whether his holiday balance is still high 
enough. With application of leave is checked by the system whether 
for the actual year generally still enough unused holiday exists and 
a corresponding message issued if the unused holiday is fell short.

In the field „remarks“ the free input of text is possible. The substitute’s 
field can be configured alternatively likewise as a free field, or be, 
however, a data field about which another MSS user than substitute 
is named. This substitute is informed if requested likewise by mail, so 
that he knows that he was named as a substitute for the concerning 
period.

Following absence reasons are predefined by us, nevertheless, can 
be set user-dependent:

 ■ Leave
 ■ Special leave
 ■ Flextime balance
 ■ Overtime balance
 ■ Business trip
 ■ Doctor’s visit

as well as all all-day absence reasons defined in the personnel time 
management.
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3.3.2. Display / printout graphic group calendar

To the support of own absence planning every employee  can access 
the group calendar (all colleagues who have the same manager or who 
are in the same organisation unit). 

Thus everybody sees whether and which colleagues have likewise 
already planned absences, before he puts an application. The group 
calendar can be configured alternatively also in such a way that instead 
of the detailed absence reasons only neutrally “absent” is displayed if 
this is necessary for data protection reasons. The group calendar can 
be saved any time also as a PDF file, or be printed out.
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3.3.3. Display / printout of the annual overview

Every employee can also display and print out its attendance / ab-
sences as an annual overview. 

How many years can be displayed in this overview depends on the 
maximum storage time which is defined in the system, or is configur-
able by a parameter.

The printout is generated as a PDF document and can be either 
printed, or be saved.
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3.4. Application of overtime

About IBIX*MSS employees can also apply analogously to absences 
for overtime. It can be also set in such a way that only the manager 
may enter the overtime.

The application position and the authorisation runs as with the treat-
ment of absence applications. Also here the state is carried along 
with every application: 

 ■ Applied
 ■ Approved
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3.5. Display / printout of the planning

The actual operation planning can be displayed either week by week 
(= weekly plan) or monthly (= monthly plan), or saved as a PDF file, 
as well as be printed out.

With the employees who are planned about the manpower planning 
(IBIX*PEP) the planned activity is also displayed, with the remaining 
employees the planned day-working hour model, or the planned ab-
sence becomes displayed.
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4. M0 Manager functions for personnel time management
All functions for the manager are summarised in the manager’s menu.

The functions of a manager can be: 
 ■ Time account corrections approve / refuse
 ■ Agree to absence applications, approve or refuse
 ■ Agree to overtime applications, approve or refuse
 ■ Substitution (with own absence set up)
 ■ The time account printing (for the employees)
 ■ Staff capacity planning

 ■ Agree to access applications, approve or refuse

The supervisor’s function is active with all MSS users who have as-
signed either the role of “approvers”, or the role of “accepters”. 

When the manager mask is displayed it shows unfinished assign-
ments still in queue. By click on the corresponding line (e.g., absence 
applications) one reaches in the corresponding edit mask.

The application treatment (authorisation of applications was already 
explained on top. Here the special manager functions are explained 
in addition

4.1. Authorisation of time account corrections

If necessary, can be defined user-dependent that all time account 
corrections of the manager must become approved, before these are 
accepted finally. Besides, all corrections are entered first of all on the 
account and all calculations (also the balances) are carried out.

Then the manager can aprove these corrections either, or refuse, 
however. In this case the whole day is reset in the time account again 
on the original state, i.e. several corrections in a day must not be 
bounced individually. The authorisation is no absolutely necessary 
process, nevertheless, it simplifies the overview, about the still open 

processes. If an authorisation is not given explicitly, the entries are 
valued, nevertheless, in the time account and also are accounted 
accordingly.

In this mask all changed, deleted or inserted entries are displayed. 
On the left entries are displayed before the update and on the right 
the entries after the update.
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4.2. Authorisation of absence applications

If the manager logs in to IBIX*MSS, he can see all applications of the 
employees assigned to him.

To the authorisation or rejection he must click merely the selection
 ■ approved
 ■ refused

Only after the authorisation this application is entered as a “planned 
absence“ on the time account. Before the authorisation the manager 
can check naturally the balances of the employee to find out whether 
an enough high flextime credit exists. With the authorisation of leave 
is checked by the system whether for the actual year generally still 
enough unused holiday exists.

With trustworthy employees the manager can also approve very 
quickly all applications about the function „approve of all absence 
applications“.
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4.2.1. Agree with absence applications

Professional managers, or project managers get often the role of “ac-
cepters”. Like the direct manager they receive the applications of the 
employees assigned to them likewise by mail. They can agree / not 
agree to an application. Thus you give to the staff manager the infor-
mation that the application is ok / not ok and he can really approve or 
refuse it. The role of the accepter in IBIX*MSS is that he has no veto 
power. i.e. the staff manager can approve in spite of „not agreed“.

4.2.2. Graphic absence overview

To simplify the decision on an application to the manager, there is 
also a graphic overview about the attendance-/absence state of his 
employees. 

Applied absences are displayed in italics, already approved in nor-
mal font and cancelled applications crossed out. In the overview it is 
possible to scroll monthly forward and backward. Thus the manager 
can see from the first sight whether he can approve this application, 
or not.

4.2.3. Cancellation of absence application

Absence applications, once approved, cannot be changed any more. 
These are also taken over into the absence planning of the IBIX per-
sonnel time management. Should such absences neat to be changed 
afterwards (e.g. because the leave must be moved), the application 
can be cancelled either by the manager, or the cancellation can be 
applied by the employee.

4.2.4. Displays of the application state

In this view the employee can see in which state its applications are.

An absence application can have following state values: 

 ■ Applied  
The initial state of an application; applied absences can be edited 
in IBIX*MSS by the applicant, as well as by his manager, be de-
leted, indeed, only from the applicant. Such applications are not 
taken into consideration by the IBIX personnel time management 
with the calculation of a time account. 

 ■ agreed / not agreed  
The professional manager has agreed or not agreed to this ap-
plication, but this application is not yet finally approved / refused. 
These applications are not noticed by the IBIX personnel time 
management yet.

 ■ Refused  
Refused applications can be edited in IBIX*MSS by the applicant, 
as well as by his manager, be deleted, indeed, only from the ap-
plicant. Such applications are not taken into consideration by the 
IBIX personnel time management with the calculation of a time 
account. 

 ■ Approved  
Final state of an application; they are taken into consideration 
by the IBIX personnel time management with the calculation of 
a time account. 

 ■ Cancellation applied  
Approved applications can be applied in IBIX*MSS for cancella-
tion. With authorisation duty the manager must edit these appli-
cations. They are computed by the IBIX personnel time manage-
ment up to authorisation more far.

 ■ Cancelled  
Final state of an application; they are not taken into consideration 
by the IBIX personnel time management with the calculation of a 
time account any more. 

 ■ Registered  
The absences which were planned not about IBIX*MSS, but 
about the administrator’s dialogue are displayed with this state. 
Thus an employee sees all its absences, not only the ones 
planned about IBIX*MSS.
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4.3. Authorisation of overtime applications

The authorisation of overtime applications runs like the treatment of 
absence applications. Also here the state is carried along with every 
application: 

 ■ applied
 ■ approved
 ■ refused

Nevertheless, mostly it is so regulated organisational that not the em-
ployees puts applications, but that manager “arranges” immediately 
overtime.  

4.4. Substitution set up

So that workflows also function with absence of managers more far, a 
regulation must be met to it. They have in addition three possibilities

 ■ no substitution   
(then become no more applications approved until you again be 
present)

 ■ manual substitution   
(thus you determine who exactly during your absence the appli-
cations should edit)

 ■ automatic substitution   
(as soon as you have an absence, the predefined substitute’s 
regulation takes effect)

4.4.1. Manual substitution

You can define over the supervisor’s dialog for her own absence the 
substitution. 

Besides, you can define for a period (from date - to date) either a 
predefined substitute for all employees, or also single exceptions in 
addition.

During the time of the substitution all permissions of the manager go 
over on the substitute. In addition, he receives during the time e-mail 
notifications. 

If the substitute is not a colleague from another department, but one 
of the employees, an exception must be defined as a rule for this 
employee, so that he cannot correct his own account.

4.4.2. Automatic substitution

This function makes the activation of a substitution superfluous. On 
this occasion, the substitution is automatically activated for a man-
ager, as soon as for himself an absence is entered which lasts longer 
than the start date of the applied absence, so that he has no more 
possibility to approve this application. 

So that this function is activated, a system switch is to be activated 
accordingly and the standard substitutions must be maintained sub-
stantially.  
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4.5. Time account printing (for employees)

If the employees do not print out their time accounts themselves, but 
you as a manager, you must display not every time account individu-
ally and activate there the printing function but you can print out the 
accounts of your assigned employees as a collective printing, or cre-
ate PDF files. 

You get in addition a small print selection dialogue, in which all em-
ployees are listed. Thus you simply select which account listings 
should be printed 

4.6. Seal time accounts

With this optional function we offer you the possibility to check the 
monthly account between the personnel department and the man-
ager. You as a supervisor seal the time accounts of your employees, 
as soon as you have entered all corrections and authorisations and 
are thus the time accounts finished for the accounting.

Employees cannot change sealed time accounts any more.

The time representative in the personnel department can ascer-
tain with a query in the java interface whether all time accounts are 
sealed, before the month conclusion is started.
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4.7. Manpower planning

For managers there is the possibility to query the operation of the 
employees and to plan deviations of the time model (e.g. with shifts) 
independently.

This simple planning component, without capacity adjustment and 
demand calculation is for many applications already enough. For 
additional requirements our extensive manpower planning system 
IBIX*PEP is available. 

About a month view the manager can see the planned day models / 
shifts and the already planned absences of his employees. Thus he 
can get fast an overview who in a certain day like is planned. If he 
should enter deviations he can apply for his employees “exception-
day models”.

About a click on the name of an employee a window opens in the ex-
ception-day specifications can be entered. If one wants to delete an 
entered exception again, must be clicked directly on the exception..

4.7.1. Overview personnel deployment plan

For managers, as well as for employees itself it is possible to display 
the operation plan in a monthly representation or in a weekly repre-
sentation, or to print out.

If the module IBIX*PEP is used for the operation planning, can let the 
employees therefore here display his actual operation plan.  
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5. M1 Functions for access control
Certain permissions can be released for the application about 
IBIX*MSS. Therefore you give to her employees the possibility to ap-
ply possibly for limited-period permission for the computer centre. Or 
an application for the underground parking. 

Besides, the authorisation as for example the chief information officer 
or the facility manager) as well as about staff manager (can follow 
about area responsible person (like with the time management).

5.1. Display of access permissions

In this overview the employee is able to, or the manager display for 
his employees which access permissions are assigned. Besides, all 
access permisssions are displayed; the permissions “entered” by 
central place, as well as the “applied” and the “approved” application 
entries.

5.2. Application of access permissions

All of the released access permissions for IBIX*MSS can be applied 
by the employee. 

As with the other applications in the time management, a remark can 
be also entered here which helps the manager to decide the applica-
tion more quickly.  

5.3. Authorisation of access applications

Differently than in the personnel time management the authorisation 
highness lies with the access control as a rule not with the staff man-
ager, but with the access person responsible for the space / area 
for which the access application was put. That’s why there is the 
possibility with the IBIX permission definition to decide in each case 
whether the staff manager, or a special area responsible person is 
responsible. 

Exactly as with time management applications the roles can be as-
signed commonly also here: 

 ■ Accepter  
He may agree to applications, or, nevertheless, also not, this no 
effect on the allocation of the permission has.

 ■ Approver  
He decides whether an access application is approved or is 
bounced, besides, he can notice the vote of the accepter or out-
vote him, however. 

Both roles can be merged between access person responsible and 
staff manager, the staff person responsible can be possibly for the 
underground parking permission the “approver”, while the facility 
manager “accepter” is and for the computer centre it is defined ex-
actly differently around, namely that the staff manager is “accepter” 
and the chief information officer the “approver”. 
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6. M2 Functions for the visitor management
For the optimum organisation of visits the visitor advance notification 
about IBIX*MSS can be allowed for all employees. 

Then thus not only the hosts of a visitor, but also the secretaries or all 
employees can register visits. 

6.1. Advance notification of visits

With the registration of a visit the prospective visit period is deter-
mined, a host (contact) is assigned and the visit participants are reg-
istered.

In addition it is possible to investigate in the past visits and the once 
already registered data can be taken over.

6.2. Visitor data 

If necessary a first-time visitor is anew created. About the configura-
tion can be set which master data of a visitor should be registered in 
addition. Free fields are available for the optimum adaptation to the 
needs of your house, in which additional data, like space number, or 
hospitality information can be registered.

6.3. Visitor groups

Visitor groups distinguish themselves by the fact that for a visit sev-
eral visitors are registered. 

6.4. Visit management

As long as of the visitor check-in has not started yet, the visit can 
be changed any time, the date can be moved, participants can be 
added, or be deleted, or a visit can be completely called off (deleted).
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7. M3  Functions for cafeteria accounting

7.1. Cafeteria account printing

With this module employees can retrieve itself the cafeteria account 
statements for the staff restaurant billing. The statement can be ac-
cessed with or without product data .

The retrieval can be done for the current billing period, and for some 
past periods dependent on the configured storage time.

The statement will be issued as a PDF file and can be saved or 
printed.

7.2. Cafeteria account without product data 7.3. Cafeteria account including product data
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8. General functions

8.1. Login/password protection

When starting IBIX*MSS in a browser a logon is necessary. Only 
the users who are released „to the participation in IBIX*MSS“ by the 
IBIX*MSS administrator can log in to IBIX*MSS.

The user name, as well as the password can be changed by the em-
ployee. He can assign himself here, e.g., a “nickname”.

Depending on whether the registered user is an employee, or a su-
pervisor different functions are released.

8.2. Security

With every login a session id which is checked with all following trans-
actions is generated. (How from the online banking famously).

Thus it is made sure that even that user continues the session which 
had announced itself. Hacker‘s attempts are recognised so reliably 
and are repulsed.

Nobody can manipulate by changing the employee number, or the 
time. IBIX*MSS can be configured in such a way that after a too long 
transaction break a new login is necessary.

8.3. Multilingual facility

With the login the employee can select the language in which he 
wants to communicate with the system. IBIX*MSS is so prepared that 
are possible up to 10 languages (according to the language codes in 
the employee record). Nowadays three languages are implemented:

 ■ German
 ■ English
 ■ French
 ■ Roumanian

Other languages, as for example French, Italian, Turkish, Polish, or 
Hungarian are realizable any time.

The selected language counts either only for this session, or can be 
saved in the employee record and will be used with the next login 
automatically again. Thus the user language in the time registration 
terminal is also selected.

If the language codes are deposited in the employee record, the in-
formation mail is also mailed in the corresponding language of the 
user. Thus, e.g., the applicant can apply for a leave in Roumanian. 
The substitute (because is set in German) receives a German info 
mail and the manager an English mail (because he has set in Eng-
lish). The info mail „leave became approved“ again arrives as a Rou-
manian mail with the employee, although his supervisor has commu-
nicated in English with the system
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8.4. Outlook/    Notes - integration

8.4.1. Active workflow

IBIX*MSS supports an active workflow by the fact that about an avail-
able mailing system announcements are traded between employee 
and manager. 

These announcements can be for the personnel time management: 
 ■ Notification of the manager (approver) if absence applications, 

overtime applications or time account corrections have come to 
the authorisation or cancellations were applied.

 ■ Inform of the manager (accepter) if absence applications have 
come.

 ■ Inform of the manager (More informed) if absence applications 
finally approved, or have been cancelled. 

 ■ Notification of the employee if absence applications or overtime 
applications of the manager became edited (approved, refused, 
agreed, not agreed or cancelled), or time account corrections 
were bounced.

 ■ Notification of the concerned substitute as a supervisor if the 
manager names him as a substitute.

 ■ Notification of the substitute of an employee if this is named in an 
application as a substitute.
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For the access control additionally:
 ■ Inform of the accepter if access applications have come.
 ■ Inform of the approver if access applications have been approved. 
 ■ Notification of the employee if access applications are edited (ap-

proved, refused or cancelled).

These e-mails already contain the information, e.g., of the absence 
application, as well as a link to IBIX*MSS, so that the treatment is 
very simply possible.

Every IBIX*MSS user can determine about the configuration himself 
in which cases he would like to receive a communication. Thus every-
body itself can determine its operation mode. Who logs in, e.g., regu-
larly every day to IBIX*MSS and checks whether some applications 
or authorisations are, that can renounce e-mail notification. Who logs 
in only now and then may be informed if any activity has do be done.

8.4.2. Calendar entries

With the info mail with application position and authorisations appen-
dices are also sent in the “iCalendar” standard for the exchange by 
calendar information. A click on this entry and the absence is entered 
as a planned date on the Outlook calendar.

8.5. Configuration

8.5.1. By the IBIX consultant/project manager

Among the rest, in a system configuration file following parameters 
can be set:

 ■ Time out parameter for response of the IBIX server. 
 ■ Normally 30 seconds are serviced for the response of the IBIX 

server. According to performance of the server and the network 
this parameter can be changed.

 ■ Column assembly in the time account representation. Except the 
data column, the order of all columns can be changed.

 ■ Overtime display? If this does not appear, the column can be 
eliminated.

 ■ Premiums display? Ditto.
 ■ E-mail notifications? If so, then entries are also made for the mail 

server.
 ■ Overtime applications possible? If deactivated, the correspond-

ing masks are displayed neither with the employee, nor with the 
manager. It is also adjustable that only manager can plan over-
time for her employees.

 ■ Staff capacity planning possibly? If so, then the additional masks 
and functions are activated in the manager menu.

 ■ Preferences for the language selection. It can be set whether the 
user language is selected by hand, or is derived from the lan-
guage code in the employee record.

 ■ Display range für the history in the group calendar and the annual 
overview. I

8.5.2. By the IBIX*MSS administrator

About the personal group MSS which is assigned then to the taking 
part employees the available function parameters can be determined.

Here it is defined:
 ■ Is the time account treatment released?
 ■ Are authorisations necessary for time account corrections?
 ■ Which entry functions are allowed
 ■ (Arrival / go-, or beginning / end - reasons)
 ■ Is applying released by absences? 
 ■ Must absence applications of the manager become approved?
 ■ For the virtual terminal which function keys are released and how 

these are arranged.

With the allocation of the permission for the use of the employee 
self-service one of the above group definitions is assigned to every 
employee, as well as following individual preferences or defaults

Personal e-mail address of the employee (default)
 ■ In which cases an e-mail notification should follow (default)
 ■ Up to 3 managers of the employee with their roles. Besides, an 

“approver” is absolutely necessary.
 ■ For manager a standard substitute is determined who is auto-

matically assigned when the manager defines a substitution for 
himself. 

To simplify the work by organisation updates, we offer a mass update 
for managers. By a selection dialogue the person subgroup can be 
selected about the usual selection criteria (Org properties) and then 
be assigned to these a new standard supervisor
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8.5.3. By the employee

About the configuration dialogue the employee himself can carry out 
an adaptation of IBIX*MSS. Thus he can modify, for example, follow-
ing preferences:

 ■ How many days should be scrolled forward and backward 
through the time account?

 ■ Which view should be shown after the login as first one?
 ■ Which user name and password would he like to use?

 ■ In which cases an e-mail notification should follow.  ■ The e-mail address for the notifications
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8.6. Help system

For the employee help is retrievable any time. Besides, assistance is 
given for use of the masks, as well as background informations.
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9. System requirements & Ordering information

9.1. System requirements

Requirement for IBIX*MSS is IBIX@flex release 2.9. For MSS per-
sonnel time management the module „D - personnel time manage-
ment“ must be installed and for MSS access as well as MSS visit the 
module „ B - access control “ is required.

As a browser is necessary:
 ■ Internet Explorer from version 8.0
 ■ Mozilla Firefox from version 3.6

The screen display is planned for a resolution from at least 1024x768. 
Optimally IBIX*MSS can be served from a resolution of 1280x1024.

On the server site is delivered by us within the scope of IBIX*MSS 
and is installed on the IBIX server:

 ■ Apache web server with PHP ability (open source)
 ■ the PHP interpreter fitting to it (open source)

For the access to this Apache server about intranet and in particular 
Internet the corresponding security mechanisms (firewall) must be 
set up customer-sided.

9.2. Ordering information

IBIX*MSS is an add-on module to IBIX@flex. There is IBIX*MSS in 
different modules. Other modules are planned.

Module Product number Description
M0 12I-FLEXM0 Self service for IBIX personnel 

time management
M1 12I-FLEXM1 Self service for IBIX access 

control
M2 12I_FLEXM2 Self service for IBIX visitor 

management
M3 12I-FLEXM3 Self service for IBIX Cafeteria 

billing

The licence size is dependent on number really for the use of the 
employee Self service released employees. If the maximum number 
is reached, no more other employee numbers can be released for the 
use of IBIX*MSS. In this case any more necessary Self service users 
must be deleted, or be carried out a licence extension. The licence 
size of IBIX*MSS is regardless of the licence size of the personnel 
time management or access control; thus, e.g., only the field rep-
resentatives, or only the administrative assistants can be absolutely 
admitted for IBIX*MSS. The employees in manufacture can register  
their entries furthermore in time registration terminals.
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We provide to you: 

Access control
Visitor management
Time registration
Personnel time management
Manpower planning
Company restaurant and 
machine accounting
Employee Self service
ID card production
SAP-integration
PCS-capture terminals
KABA-capture terminals
PegaSys-offline door systems
KEMAS-depot systems
and a lot more...

IBIX Informationssysteme GmbH  
Vor dem Lauch 19 | 70567 Stuttgart | Fon +49 (711) 7256 - 0 | Fax +49 (711) 7256 - 414 | www.ibix.de  | info@ibix.de


